Beating the Blues

®

Helping you to get better and stay better

An effective
online treatment
programme for
depression and
anxiety

What is Beating the Blues® ?

What are the benefits?

• An effective online treatment programme

• Free for adults (18+) living in New Zealand

• For people with mild to moderate
depression and/or anxiety

• Proven in clinical trials to be effective

• Based on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT)

• Confidential to your GP and your clinical
team

• Provides strategies to help change
unhelpful thinking and behaviour

• Gain life-long skills

• Offers eight 50 minute weekly online
sessions

• Clinical support by your GP

• Interactive, user friendly

Depression and Anxiety: the symptoms
People differ in their experience of depression and anxiety. Often the symptoms occur with
thoughts or images of being out of control or in danger, feeling overwhelmed, embarrassed
or unable to cope.

Feeling depressed
Someone who is depressed may feel sad, ‘flat’ or lonely. Some people describe it as feeling
‘down’ or ‘blue’. They may be irritable or have feelings of guilt and may have difficulty
concentrating or making decisions. Often when a person is depressed, they will have a negative
view of themselves and see their future as bleak or hopeless. They may withdraw from friends,
have problems sleeping and lose interest in activities and things they usually enjoy.

Feeling anxious
Anxious, stressed, nervous, wound up and panicky are some of the words used to describe
feelings of anxiety. When some people are anxious, they may get headaches, a pounding heart,
tense muscles, breathlessness and/or other physical symptoms.

NURSE , NZ*

www.beatingtheblues.co.nz

How do I access Beating the Blues ?
®

1

View the short video about Beating

2

Talk to your GP if you think

3

Get a free ‘Blue Prescription’ from your GP

the Blues® at www.beatingtheblues.co.nz

Beating the Blues® could be helpful for you.

with information to get you started.
You should also book a follow-up appointment with your GP (usually after session 3 of the
programme) to check how things are going for you.
* Usual GP consultation fee may apply

How much will it cost me?
Beating the Blues online
access is offered free of
charge for adults (18+)
living in New Zealand.
®

What if I have limited
computer skills?
Beating the Blues ® has
been designed to be
easy to use. Only basic
computer skills are
needed.
What equipment do
I need?
You need a valid email
address, computer and
fast (broadband) internet
access, a printer and
speakers/headphones.

What if I don’t have
internet access at home?

How effective will the
programme be?

Your GP’s surgery will
be able to advise you of
other places you can
access the internet eg,
your local library.
Is the programme
confidential?

Results can be quick
and the programme can
be extremely effective if
people work through the
weekly online sessions
and carry out the assigned
tasks before the next
weekly session.

The programme is
confidential to everyone
but your GP and your
clinical team .

How quickly can
I complete the
programme?

What about other people
looking at my account?
Access to your Beating the
Blues ® account can only
be gained by using your
password and only you
will have this information.
You should keep your
password to yourself.

It is recommended that
you leave at least a week
between sessions. This
will give you time to
practise the skills you
have learnt and to action
the goals you have set.
If I am currently
taking medication for
depression or anxiety
can I still use Beating the
Blues ® ?
Yes. Beating the Blues ®
can be used with or
without medication.
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For further information talk to your GP or watch a short video
about the programme at www.beatingtheblues.co.nz
*Quotes are from actual patients who have used Beating the Blues ® .
Names and faces have been changed to preserve privacy.
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